Useful Note-Taking
by Dr. Henry Khiat, UniSIM
The ability to take useful notes during seminars and for readings is an important study skill. Your notes are only
useful if they are clear and comprehensive enough for you to write your assignments and to revise for your
examinations.
There are many forms of note-taking such as mapping, highlighting, shorthand or annotation. The Cornell
System of Taking Notes is one of the most popular and effective methods of note-taking adopted by university
students. It was devised in the 1950s by Walter Pauk, an education professor at Cornell University. In this article,
the effective use of Cornell Note Sheet is described.
The design of the Cornell Note Sheet (A4 size paper) is as below.
Cornell Note Sheet

Cue Column

Notes Area

Summary Area

What to record in the Cornell Note Sheet?

Cue Column

Notes Area

•

Reduce the ideas or facts to
Cue Words for effective
memorisation.

•

Write down short notes gathered from
seminars or readings.

•

Questions can be created
by you to clarify your
understanding of any
ideas and facts
(Clarification Questions)
or to allow you to
memorise the facts written
in the Notes Area (Recall
Questions).

•

Do not copy wholesale from the readings.
Paraphrase.

•

Paraphrasing is an important process in notetaking as it allows you to evaluate and
internalise your understanding more
effectively.

•

Notes can recorded in words, abbreviations,
symbols, diagrams or any other forms.

•

If needed, convert your notes into mapping,
branching, flashcards or any other forms
that can help you to study better.

Summary Area
After you have clarified all your doubts about the written notes in the ‘Notes Area’,
summarise your notes in one or two sentences through paraphrasing.

Example of a Cornell Note Sheet

If you can practise the Cornell System of Taking Notes consistently in your course, it can help you to do well in
your study.
Finally, if you have other effective note-taking ways, do drop me an email at henrykhiat@unisim.edu.sg. I can
incorporate your experience and update this article so that other students in UniSIM can benefit from it.
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